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Playfulness is an experience that emerges from the phenomenon of play. Contemporary play-design research focuses on children and is limited to a construct of play that emphasizes physical activity and physical literacy. This has resulted in play doctrine that perpetuates neoliberal ideals of productivity and idealized body types. This thesis explores playfulness in the play-design process through semi-structured interview with key-informant researchers, designers, planners, facilitators and regulators in the field of play-design, and provides creative considerations to aid designers in the development of more inclusive and playful spaces.


The Bruce Trail (BT) meanders through the 725 km long Niagara Escarpment corridor that has a long history of human settlement. The Beaver Valley section of the BT is a mosaic of cultural heritage landscapes (CHL) from early settlement farmsteads to iconic apple orchards. At present the BT does not incorporate CHL through trail design although it is important that these landscapes are identified as they provide a deeper connection with the people who shaped this landscape. The goal of this research is to create guidelines that will inform trail designers on how to establish a CHL experience along the Beaver Valley section of the BT. Research methods were informed by the Ontario Heritage Tool Kit which included field observation, key informant interviews, document and online archival review. The results were used to develop CHL guidelines specific to the BV and inform future trail design.


In Canada today, women make up 50.4% of the population. Yet, the built environment is still not designed for women. Women make up 40% of the working world and according to the World Bank, women spend between 2 to 10 more hours a day than men caring for children, the elderly or the sick. The purpose of this research is to identify problematic conditions faced by women in the urban landscape. Using a neighbourhood landscape audit tool to collect user data during three neighbourhood walks, the tool combines a data collection sheet, photography, a character development reference sheet, specific every day carry items and a series of maps. This research provides urban design recommendations when designing for single mothers, women and a wider inclusion for all participants of the urban environment. Using the right methods which engage a women’s daily use of space and perspective, a more inclusive design can be implemented by landscape architects.


One in five Canadians have a disability, yet the built environment remains mostly inaccessible (Morris et al., 2017). The Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act and other guidelines aim to improve access, particularly for people who use assistive devices. A knowledge gap persists for many sensory disabilities and autonomic disorders. Dysautonomia is a set of conditions that controls the ‘automatic’ processes of the body, such as heart rate, blood pressure, and temperature regulation (Dysautonomia International, 2019). The lived experiences of a form of dysautonomia, the interrelationships of individual condition, built environment design, and weather conditions are explored in how they contribute to health and wellbeing. Using a walk-along interview method that combines photography, weather data and GIS, the researcher, who has this condition, took six walks through their neighbourhood during different conditions. This research provides preliminary recommendations for designing for dysautonomia and a walk-along interview process for landscape architects.

In the Anthropocenic era, cities face increasing environmental, social and economic challenges that can be addressed through interdisciplinary efforts from planners and landscape architects. Literature exploring curricular connections between these two disciplines is limited. The purpose of this study is to determine similarities and differences between knowledge areas and requisite skills for the two allied disciplines of urban planning and landscape architecture; to identify appropriate approaches to increase interdisciplinary understanding and effort. The research was conducted through a mixed methods strategy where data from survey reports, literature, online questionnaires and university program curricula were collected. The results were analyzed to identify the differences in the knowledge and skills acquired by graduates of landscape architecture or urban planning; specific course additions are recommended.


Despite investments in clean energy technology and infrastructure, Canada remains a resource-based economy that transports fossil fuels. Most transport is conducted by pipeline, which can cause severe environmental damages because leak detection system sensitivity is low and 15-20% of pipeline leaks go undetected each year. Low impact development (LID) strategies might be applicable to pipeline landscapes to mitigate petroleum leaching to water from small, persistent leaks by incorporating petroleum sorbents with native soils. Petroleum fate and transport models were used to explore the theoretical capacity of a designed sorbent filter soil (SFS) system and to inform design parameters for system construction. Results suggest that design parameters change depending on soil texture, moisture content, and temperature. These designs provide a preliminary framework for landscape architects interested in landscape damage prevention and mitigation that could be applied to areas of concern for petroleum leakage.


In a highly diverse society such as ours, what kind of urban image might function as a memorial? This thesis explores urban conditions, theories and artistic tendencies that have influenced contemporary memorialization. Interdisciplinary literature reviews and my participation in a memorial competition inform my argument that prescribing a specific method for memory work is ill-advised. Instead, I assert that the purposeful use of ruins can function as one way to integrate conflicting cultural memory into the built environment. The strategy has not received extensive attention in the current literature on memorials, but it has appeared in the domain of architecture as "counterpreservation" to denote the intentional use of architectural decay. Through careful site selection, an urban park in Toronto has been identified where an evolving modernist ruin could be the focal point in a landscape commemorating conflicting narratives.


As Parry Sound shifts from an industrial economy to a more tourist-based economy, many of the properties along the southern waterfront have become vacant industrial sites. Although the land along the southern waterfront is now zoned as Marine and Resort Residential, there has been little investment in decades due to concerns about soil contamination and environmental degradation. This research aims to develop a waterfront revitalization strategy for Parry Sound’s post-industrial southern waterfront. The methods include an understanding of contemporary landscape practices in master planning, an analysis of similar conditions in other communities and a comprehensive case study of the Town’s southern waterfront. Results propose a landscape-based approach using a phased development
strategy that will restore the site to the point that it is attractive to development and contributes to community amenity. This will help the Town conceptualize the future of the southern waterfront and bring economic investment and improved environmental quality to the region.


Over the past decade, Hamilton, Ontario has been committed to bringing new and improved skateparks to the city. Some of these projects were funded via the municipal tax base, and others were funded by developer fees. The aim of this study is to determine how support and funding was garnered for these new projects and discern what impact the source of funding has on each project’s final design. This study covers three case studies of skateparks within Hamilton and compare their funding and design to determine how alternative funding impacts public recreational space. Each case includes semi-structured interviews with key informants involved in planning, design and community engagement and secondary analysis of news articles and studies on skateboarding conducted by the City of Hamilton. Findings indicate that funding through developer fees places limits on the location and size of the project, but overall is beneficial from an advocacy standpoint.


‘Landing’ is a physical and intellectual experience that uses intuition and primary research in the field, to form an initial impression of a site. Landscape architects have developed inventory methods; however, the literature indicates a water-based methodology for landscape assessment does not exist. Why is ‘landing’ through the immersive canoe reconnaissance method, essential to capture and map dynamic relationships, atmospheric qualities, and site particularities to design sustainable water landscapes? The goal is to create a new fieldwork method for inventory that will compliment current practices. The method tested on the Humber River, collects data using AllTrails mapping software, video, photography, audio recordings, data sheets and annotative maps. Synthesis of data through collage deep mapping indicate a value assessment and summary of observations. The method impacts the initial phase of design and aims to inform the entire design process to produce powerful aesthetic experiences that foster stewardship of water resources.


Urban trees and forests are an essential component of the urban fabric and provide a range of environmental, social, cultural and economic benefits. Urban tree inventories are conducted for a number of purposes, including providing valuable urban forest data that allows for sustainable management decisions. Involving citizens in scientific enquiries is not a new phenomenon, and there are challenges and benefits to using this model. The goal of this research was to conduct a comparative case study of nine citizen science (CS) urban forest inventory programs to establish a guideline of best practices. This was achieved by analyzing academic and grey literature, and conducting supplementary key informant interviews. The best practices identified can serve as a practical tool for municipalities, NGOs and landscape architects seeking to implement or improve upon existing CS urban forest inventory programs.


Place attachment is a significant affective, cognitive and emotional bond between people and places of significance. Displaced populations draw on their attachment to a place of origin to help them develop attachment to their new places. Currently eight million Palestinians are living in diaspora as they continue to be displaced. Art-based research is an emerging method in place attachment studies. This research aims to construct a visual art-based place attachment narrative of the Palestinian
landscape to inform future landscape design interventions for Palestinian communities. A visual discourse analysis method is applied on the content of the “Intimate Terrains” Exhibition in Birzeit, Palestine (2019) to interpret place attachment to the Palestinian landscape as portrayed by Palestinian artists. This research, while specific to Palestine, can be generalized and can be utilized by landscape architects who intend to better understand the communities they design for and who intend to create meaningful places.


Digital design technology is emerging in landscape architecture, however, there is a gap in design education and in practice regarding skills training and knowledge pertaining to digital design technology. The objective of this study is to investigate the efficiencies of using ‘parametric design’ for landscape designs and in the practice of landscape architecture. A comparative case study analysis of three landscape architecture practices who utilize parametric design was investigated, along with the creation of a questionnaire that was sent to key informants who specialize in parametric design, was used to evaluate the efficiencies and value of parametric technology. A 3D-model prototype was generated using Rhinoceros (Rhino3D) and Grasshopper to test the ‘parametric process’ against the ‘traditional’ analogue design process. This research is intended to determine whether adopting parametric technology into landscape designs can be so efficiently, while also serving as a precedent for further research in design technology.


The University of Guelph Landscape Architecture building is the home of the first landscape architecture program in Canada and has been continuously used since 1969. While many studies have been conducted on the performance of the building, few have examined the evolution of the building over 50 years and how physical change has been affected by the socio-cultural and design milieu. To better explore this, a landscape biography approach was used to understand how the landscape architecture building became what it is today. A comprehensive literature review, archival search, and interviews with key people were used to develop a historical record that was compared with design education movements over five decades. The results are intended to document the history of an outstanding education facility and inform future development.


Formerly home of a provincial prison, “the Yorklands” in Guelph, ON, is now a popular, passive green space. Guelph is exploring adjacent intensification, which it must balance with local climate change mitigation, food security, and community goals. This study explores the potential for adaptive-reuse at the Yorklands that would implement urban agriculture to address those goals. A landscape narrative method provides the basis for this by combining archival data, public policy context and site analysis to interpret and highlight the layered past at the Yorklands. Findings highlight the Yorklands’ unique history of prison labour (and cultural heritage features), current opportunities within planning policy, and local community stakeholder goals. This research is an example of understanding a historic landscape through the creation of a narrative prior to adaptive-reuse. At the Yorklands, it will provide crucial background for holistic landscape design intervention.


The Essex County landscape faces pressures including agricultural development and urban expansion. Historically, wetlands have been threatened by habitat loss, fragmentation, and water quality degradation, causing a host of problems for wetland species. This study applies a geospatial
landscape analysis and evaluation methodology to propose and assess the design of wetland habitat patterns in order to increase habitat quality and dispersal opportunities for wildlife. An analysis of Essex County’s Hillman Creek watershed was conducted using ArcGIS software, identifying locations suitable for supporting wetland restoration design and strengthening a wetland connectivity scheme for the watershed. The scheme was evaluated using network circuitry analysis, illustrating its functional connectivity, especially across southeastern parts of the watershed. Results show how a rigorous landscape analysis informs wetland restoration design at the watershed scale and improves a measure of functional connectivity. The research identifies potential for improving and estimating ecological connectivity through evidence-based landscape architecture.
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The province of Ontario has for two decades promoted intensification and increased density in urban areas to preserve undeveloped land. One consequence has been high-rise development. This form of residential development, however, may not contribute to health and wellbeing objectives that are central in community design and planning. Consequently, this thesis examined the literature on health and wellness in housing and developed a framework for examining proposed high-rise development in Kingston, Ontario.


Proponents of urban food security predict that cities must become more self-reliant in food production. Current planning efforts lack landscape-level analyses to inform siting production in the urban matrix in configurations that optimize production and environmental quality. My research addresses the question: What landscape pattern of urban food production systems will increase food security while optimizing ecological integrity? Using GIS software, I identify 40.0% of urban lands in the City of Ottawa as having cultivation potential and assess the land’s capability and suitability to support food production and respond to ecological patterns. Results show how integration of spatial analyses can reconcile food production and ecological integrity goals with 14 diverse production typologies arranged in a context-sensitive designed landscape pattern. This research identifies opportunities and constraints to achieving urban food security and optimum ecological integrity and provides evidence for how landscape design can improve wellbeing and sustainability in cities.


The boreal ecotype of woodland caribou, Rangifer tarandus caribou, is a threatened species in Canada. Their decline is complex, but cumulative effects of anthropogenic activity - including habitat alteration and loss from economic activities - are implicated. This study investigates how a projection of current trends impacts caribou using alternative landscapes in northern Ontario. Landscapes are compared with an empirically-parameterized individual-based movement model to identify how landscape change impacts boreal woodland caribou. Results indicate that a business-as-usual landscape will continue to negatively impact woodland caribou persistence and population growth, as well as affect how caribou use the landscape with respect to movement and landcover occupation. Neither the existing landscape nor a business-as-usual projection stopped caribou decline, and caribou searched more-disturbed landcover types in the business-as-usual landscape. Results have implications for species conservation, landscape planning, boreal land-use practices, spatial ecology, and applied landscape ecology’s role in the recovery of imperilled species.

Mental health and well-being are increasing topics of concern, as one in five Canadians will experience a mental illness. This issue is especially prevalent amongst children and adolescents aged 15-24, making this demographic the most vulnerable. Although there is significant evidence linking the positive connection between the natural environment and mental health, many University Campus Master Plans do not recognize the value in planning for restorative landscapes on campus. This study explores the current Campus Master Plan at the University of Guelph and how the creation of an evaluative toolkit can aid in future planning and design guidelines for restorative spaces. The examination of campus planning policies, post occupancy evaluation and input from key informants helped to inform and validate the restorative landscape assessment toolkit. It is ultimately intended to determine the restorative and therapeutic value of an environment on campus and subsequently demonstrate both the value of preserving and planning for these spaces on campus.


Care farming is the therapeutic use of farming practices to provide health, social or educational care services for a range of groups of vulnerable people. This includes but is not limited to those with mental health problems, people suffering with substance abuse, adults and children with learning disabilities and disaffected youth. Literature on the process of designing for care farms is limited. This research sought to develop care-farm design guidelines for landscape architects. The study identifies and analyzes design-related themes from the academic literature relating to care farms, building on therapeutic landscape literature. The design guidelines are created based on key informant interviews that took place in Ontario in 2019. The final design guidelines can support landscape architects with necessary information to design care farms.


The Tantramar Marshes are one of the largest contiguous salt marsh ecosystems on North America’s Atlantic Coast. The Marshes represent a hybrid landscape of agriculture, cultural artifacts, and transportation and energy infrastructure, marking a cultural and ecological crossroads- an essential bridge of fragile land connecting Nova-Scotia to New Brunswick. Rising sea levels are threatening the Marshes’ functions; they are in a vulnerable position with no overarching regulatory protection or adaptive strategy. The goal of this research is the creation of a landscape narrative of the Tantramar Marshes for use as catalyst for future landscape interventions. The landscape narrative method uses archival and secondary source data to interpret existing conditions and predictions of future outcomes, defining distinct epochs of landscape change. This research intends to inform future landscape interventions that seek to respond to the challenges of climate change and shifting land use on the Tantramar Marshes.


Environmental communication (EC) examines how audiences connect to information about the natural environment. EC is interested in strategies that frame information to facilitate improved relationships between humans and nature. The aim of this research is to identify key EC strategies and explore how these strategies can apply to landscape architecture. I developed a concept matrix of key strategies within EC through conducting a literature review. A communications expert assessed the identified concepts to affirm their relevancy. I composed a questionnaire and conducted semi-structured interviews with key informant landscape architects. An analysis of interview responses revealed which EC strategies were commonly used in landscape architecture, and the role ethics played in adopting these strategies. I also identified a need to further translate these concepts into compatible
design terminology. Landscape architects equipped with an awareness of EC strategies can use this information to communicate the value of nature to different audiences and strengthen human-nature relationships through design.


The built environment lacks the infrastructure people with Parkinson’s Disease (PwPD) require navigating it independently. In progressive cases, PwPD require substantial help from their informal caregivers and therefore an unsupportive environment affects both. Surprisingly, there is almost no literature on the environmental needs of PwPD and their caregivers. The goal of this research was to better understand the impact the built environment has on PwPD and how this may influence caregivers’ ability to access respite. Online Parkinson’s Disease support group forums were analyzed using NVivo revealing the ways the built environment is a support and a barrier for PwPD and the ways caregivers use their environment during respite. The findings were categorized into themes for consideration by landscape architects. A better understanding of the role the built environment plays in the lives of PwPD and their caregivers allows landscape architects to better design for the needs of this population.


Twentieth century North American streetscapes were auto-oriented, with extensive impervious surfaces, decreasing vegetation, and devoid of desirable pedestrian activity. Emerging public design policies are trying to counteract these negative trends. The advancing technological development of the Autonomous Vehicle (AV) could re-direct the previous momentum of streetscape design, for better or worse. This study aims to explore some of the strategies used to make streetscapes greener, and their interactions with AVs. The goal is to assess whether these “green” strategies help, or hinder, the navigational abilities of the vehicle. Illustrated 2D and 3D dynamic streetscape demonstrations are assessed through online questionnaires distributed to AV experts. Tree canopy coverage is identified as the most concerning element for AV navigation. The results from this study can help landscape architects, urban designers and AV researchers consider how designed elements can lead to safer and more-sustainable streetscapes.


The concept of Hyper-Diversity in the social sciences is used to describe the unprecedented level of diversity in cosmopolitan cities; however, its relationship to landscape architecture has not been explored. The goal of this thesis is to critically evaluate the Tower Renewal Partnership (TRP) program in Toronto, Ontario, through a Hyper-Diversity lens. A Hyper-Diversity Critical Framework was compiled through a systematic review of peer-reviewed literature. Evaluation of the TRP program was carried out by building a case study from the TRP grey literature to which the Framework was applied. The evaluation revealed that the TRP Impact Areas that affect the public and shared spaces of Tower Neighbourhoods met the most criteria of the Framework. Difference is experienced within the public sphere and as such landscape architects should consider Hyper-Diversity and its influence on design.


Suburban detached houses have become unaffordable to own for a portion of the Canadian population. This low-density housing form is associated with increased distrust between neighbours and social isolation. Cottage Style Pocket Neighbourhoods [CSPN] are houses around a common courtyard, promoting community. The cottage size results in a decreased cost. This research explores the feasibility of CSPN as a strategy for the redevelopment Ottawa inner ring suburbs. Case studies of existing CSPN in
North American suburbs are compared to Canadian Provincial and Municipal policy and by-laws. Semi-structured interviews with experts from planning, land development, design, and consulting practices are used to analyse the affordability and market of CSPN. The study concludes that CSPN conforms with policy and most by-law requirements, can provide market priced units and that there is a small but growing market for this housing type. CSPN could be a style of housing redevelopment that reimagines the suburbs.


Biophilic cities promote environmental sustainability and people’s health and wellbeing, especially where population density is high. The Jane-Finch neighbourhood of Toronto has high population density and low green space coverage, providing an opportunity to apply biophilic city principles to address the public concerns of limited nature contact opportunities. This thesis will explore how biophilic city principles apply to Jane-Finch, identifying opportunities and challenges to application. Design proposals are created for two land use typologies in Jane-Finch neighbourhood by applying biophilic design principles and discussing when they are most opportune or most challenged. The results show the most challenging site typology is the residential street and the most challenging principle is prospect. The research contributes to understanding the biophilic city concept and its application; the findings provide suggestions on how to transform Toronto into a more biophilic city.
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Uniquely among North American cities, Toronto possesses an extensive ravine network representing 17% of Toronto’s land area. This thesis will examine the underlying reasons for historical ravine stigma and how design can overcome it. This perception is represented by a combination of environmental degradation, perceived risks and undesirable activities or persons. This exploration included key informant interviews, survey of ravine users, site observation with GIS mapping. Ravines are commonly regarded as either unsafe or not user-friendly. Unlike manicured city parks, ravines are irregular, wild and largely hidden and thus potentially misused and underappreciated. This thesis will be built around the premise that with Toronto’s growing population and subsequent pressures on available and/or under-utilized lands, ravines will be at increased risk without efforts to ameliorate the effects of associated stigmas. The challenge of overcoming the multiple stigmas associated with ravines can only be achieved through engaged design and policy guidance in conjunction with the involvement of community and education initiatives.


Parks within the City of Toronto’s urban core are currently facing increased public pressure. “The edge zone” of the park, located at the interface of the street and the park interior, represents an underutilized space with potential to provide alternative park functions and increase the overall performative service of urban parks. Cities in the United States and Canada have launched planning initiatives which have strategized numerous design policies aimed to increase park services. These initiatives include improving edge conditions. This study aims to explore, identify and categorize contemporary edge zone typologies, which can inform design solutions for underperforming urban street park edges. A comparative case study analysis was conducted to identify and highlight a series of these typological forms and functions, as well as illuminate the potential benefits these new edge zone design strategies could provide for the urban park.

In the wake of major earthquakes, public open spaces become hubs for both short-term disaster response efforts and support longer-term recovery needs. At present, few open spaces are actually designed to support these intermittent but critical uses. Currently, there is no consolidated body of knowledge or resource for landscape architects designing for areas of high seismic risk. This thesis identifies ways in which landscape architects can proactively plan and design open space to support seismic resilience. A systematic review of both grey literature and peer-reviewed academic papers was conducted. The results of the systematic review identified ten key themes. These themes contribute to developing a foundation for landscape architecture and allied design disciplines to better incorporate seismic resilience into the planning and design of public open spaces.


In order to understand whether landscape architects are adequately equipped with the skills to apply research findings to solve practical design problems, this study explores research education in landscape architecture curricula. Phased questionnaires were used to acquire general program information from program contacts and then to generate more specific research course information. Graduate programs were more likely to require students to complete at least one research course, however 325 of 706 of all students represented in the sample were required to take a research course. Research coursework responses revealed a significant, positive correlation between difficulty level of instruction and minimum required competency. The relationship between research instruction level, competency, and ability to practice evidence-based landscape architecture is discussed.


This thesis is an exploration into how trees are perceived by professionals associated with landscape architecture. It is argued that perceptions influence the decisions that we make, therefore the aim of this study was to explore the range of perceptions of notable landscape architects selected for their varied expertise. Fifteen participants across North America were interviewed using a semi-structured interview method. Interview transcripts were analyzed using content analysis and responses were categorized into three themes: influence, perceptions, and action. The results suggest that participants have a wide range of perceptions of trees in their scholarship and practice. Most notably, perceptions ranged from a tree as a tool, to a tree as a living thing, to a tree as something personal. Based on the results of this study, it can be concluded that a range of perceptions of trees may influence professional practice in the planting design decisions that landscape architects make.


Fencerows constitute dominant visual elements of the historic rural landscape and hold potential to be applied in the design of urban and suburban sites to reinforce regional identity in Southern Ontario. A survey of fencerows was developed through fieldwork resulting in a typology that summarizes the visual and functional characteristics of these linear features. The typology was applied in the design of a high-density development site in Mississauga, Ontario through an interpretive design strategy that translates the functional and visual principles of fencerows into designed planting assemblages. An assessment of the characteristics and feasibility of the designs demonstrates that they contain a series of defining features which reference the principal components of fencerows. Furthermore, the assessment demonstrates that the designs can be adapted in the urban environment in accordance to several municipal and urban design guidelines from the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area.

Black Rock City, an ephemeral community emerging in the Nevada desert for nine days a year, achieves better place attachment and interactions for its 70,000 participants than permanent landscapes in urban areas designed to serve far larger communities. When people more readily call Burning Man ‘home’ before they do their home, it becomes the ethical and moral responsibility of designers to understand and learn from this disconnect. The Burning Man event will be given context and used as a precedent informed through: (1) autoethnography of the 2017 burn explored through Randolph Hester's 12 Steps to Community Development, the 10 Principles of Burning Man, and an adapted photovoice journal, and (2) transcribed interviews with two prominent public consultants in Toronto, and a philosopher at the Burning Man Organization. Perceptions surrounding the practice of community design will be challenged, valuing the capabilities of users, citing Burning Man as catalyst.


Recent advancements in mycology have led to revolutionary discoveries of underground fungi that form essential symbiotic relationships with plants, connecting nutrients and communicating between root systems. Knowing how to utilize fungi to our benefit through mycorestoration and mycology applications might allow landscape architects to become ecological balancers for both human and natural environments. There is a lack of understanding of the complex systems of mycology. Bridging this gap between mycologists and landscape architects is essential to create a healthy mycorrhizal network in designed landscapes, especially distressed urban soils. This exploratory research investigates how mycology can be applied within the practice of landscape architecture, in order to propose applications of mycology and mycorestoration techniques, through a review of key literature and key informant interviews. Applications of mycology and mycorestoration in urban environments that contribute to healthier myco networking are proposed.


Cities are complex and contribute to urban stream degradation due to increased stormwater runoff volumes and velocities and ineffective stormwater management infrastructure. Trees provide measurable benefits to cities including rainfall interception which can decrease stormwater runoff, demonstrating their effectiveness as a stormwater management tool. This study quantifies the effects of urban forest canopy on stormwater runoff to assess proportions of canopy cover required to effectively reduce runoff levels. i-Tree Hydro, a semi-distributed hydrological model, was used to measure hydrologic effects of the City of Guelph’s urban forest. Varying proportions of canopy cover were used to compare Guelph’s current and potential urban forest. Results show that increasing canopy cover in plantable spaces decreased overall flow within the City, however, runoff over impervious surfaces increased. The findings can inform design decisions related to urban stormwater management and improve urban forest management measures; however, impervious surfaces remain a design challenge.


As rural economies restructure due to a shift in demographic, social, and economic development, communities face significant challenges in promoting and encouraging continued economic growth. Rural communities are implementing tourism-based development strategies, marketing natural resources, culture, and history as amenity for creating tourist destinations. For many, tourism is seasonal and not a stable revitalization strategy. This study explores an integrative approach to greenway system design that supports a purposeful, amenity-linked network and quality of life attributes as a strategy for rural revitalization. A design framework was formulated from secondary data and then applied to a case study site. Key evaluators determined through selection criteria, provided an
evaluation of the applied framework and design outcome. Results indicate how the application of an integrative landscape-based approach increases the attractiveness of rural communities to new residents, contributing to a revitalization strategy. Landscape architects can guide the future of rural landscapes towards heightening the quality of place and desirability of rural areas.


Strip malls are a common form of commercial architecture lining arterial roads in Toronto’s inner suburbs. Originally designed to accommodate the automobile, strip malls and the neighborhoods surrounding them are increasingly home to low-income and new immigrant populations who have low rates of car ownership. With affordable rents, strip malls within walking and transit distance of these communities have become vibrant gathering places, exhibiting characteristics of Oldenburg’s “Third Place”. However, the landscapes adjacent to strip malls are underutilized, with few amenities for pedestrians, e.g., seating and shade. After recognizing their role as inner suburban Third Places, the aim of this research is to identify and evaluate programs to implement landscape enhancements for pedestrians at strip malls in Toronto. “Landscape enhancements” is defined based on interviews with strip mall patrons, business- and property-owners. Document analysis and interviews with key informants inform an evaluation of the applicability of existing streetscape improvement programs to strip mall landscapes while recommending a new program — plazaPOPS — to address their public-private nature. Results are synthesized into an easy-to-use guidebook that facilitates citizen-initiated strip mall landscape enhancement projects.


Urban heat islands (UHIs) are a consequence of city design and population growth. Negative impacts of UHIs have been discussed, but the opportunity for UHIs to create thermally comfortable outdoor spaces through their warming effect during cool times has not been studied. By taking advantage of UHI and by using microclimate design principles for increasing outdoor thermal comfort, citizens might use public open spaces under broader weather conditions, including cool springtime and autumn evenings. A public plaza in Toronto was designed using microclimate design principles to enhance outdoor thermal comfort using UHI effects and evaluated for human thermal comfort with the COMFA model. In most locations within the design the thermal comfort increased during cool times, but for a few locations this increased summer heating too. Findings provide new directions for landscape architects suggesting how UHI can be used as an opportunity under certain conditions in city design.


Ministry of Education documents define environmental education as education about, for, and in the environment. But how does formal curriculum actually describe “environment” in different subject areas and what does this say about students’ relationship with it? Relying on hermeneutics for foundation and methodology, I analyze and interpret the Ontario Grade 2 and Grade 3 environmental education curriculum and identify themes of damaged connectivity and fear of complexity that can be addressed with place empathy. Having defined place empathy as a cognitive and affective representation process in which an observer simulates another’s interpretations of place in order to deepen her understanding of place, and developed a place empathy framework, I identify a number of learning practices which could be used by teachers to engage students in place empathy to encourage, as I hypothesize, deeper understanding of and relationship with place. Ministry of Education documents define environmental education as education about, for, and in the environment. But how does formal curriculum actually describe “environment” in different subject areas and what does this say about students’ relationship with it? Relying on hermeneutics for foundation and methodology, I analyze and interpret the Ontario Grade 2 and Grade 3 environmental education curriculum and identify themes of
damaged connectivity and fear of complexity that can be addressed with place empathy. Having defined place empathy as a cognitive and affective representation process in which an observer simulates another’s interpretations of place in order to deepen her understanding of place, and developed a place empathy framework, I identify a number of learning practices which could be used by teachers to engage students in place empathy to encourage, as I hypothesize, deeper understanding of and relationship with place.
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Roads in Southern Ontario have a detrimental effect on turtle populations. Due to complex habitat requirements and migratory movements, turtles are especially impacted by vehicular trauma. Past research indicates vehicular trauma is aggregated both spatially and temporally. For mitigation to be effective, it should focus on locations and times of concentrated trauma. This study used a geographic information system (ArcGIS) to map six years of turtle trauma data from the Ontario Turtle Conservation Centre, identify trauma clusters, and examine fine-scale landscape characteristics correlated with these clusters. Data for three turtle species (Emydoidea blandingii, Chrysemys picta marginata, and Chelydra serpentina) were combined with classified landscape imagery to analyze landscape pattern characteristics associated with trauma clusters by species, sex and season. By targeting locations with specific landscape characteristics and moments of peak potential, results can be used to guide species- and sex-specific mitigation efforts.


The field of landscape architecture has become more complex through increased social and ecological implications, requiring a greater need for landscape architects to work with other professionals such as horticulturalists, ecologists, engineers, and planners. Artists also rely on the skills of other professionals when creating outdoor and permanent public art due to issues such as environmental exposure, human interaction and lack of technical experience. This project explores opportunities for the involvement of landscape architects in establishing public art. Case studies in combination with literature review, document review of public art policies, and key informant interviews of public art professionals were analyzed to find recurring challenges during the development of public art from initial concept to construction and reveal how landscape architects may be able to resolve such issues.


Cycling, a sustainable mode of transportation, is often discredited as a four-season option as it is perceived as being dependent on weather conditions. This research presents the concept of winter cycling and its impact on, and how it is impacted by, bicycle network design. Winter bikeability criteria were synthesized from the literature and applied to four case study cities known for their bikeability and year-round maintenance of cycling infrastructure, including Montréal (Canada), Minneapolis (USA), Copenhagen (Denmark), and Oulu (Finland). Through analysis of the applied criteria, a set of best practices from each city was created based on safety, ease of use, and improved bikeability. The best practices were supported by current literature and active transportation guidelines. The best practices were then applied to Toronto (Canada) as design recommendations to improve the City’s bicycle network design. The results provide direction for planning of bicycle networks in cities with winter climates.

Green infrastructure (GI) has emerged as a strategic landscape approach to aid in creating more sustainable communities that benefit both people and wildlife. Despite the well-known social, economic and environmental benefits of GI in managing stormwater, many municipalities have been slow to adopt GI. To understand some of the factors impeding GI adoption this study conducted a comparative case-study analysis between two municipalities and two Conservation Authorities in southern Ontario with a focus on stormwater management (SWM). Interviews were conducted with four key informants and were analyzed using coding and theming. Results indicate a number of significant barriers including: a lack of experience by contractors in constructing GI projects, maintenance costs and complexities of GI, and the need for a cultural modernization within municipalities. The knowledge revealed through this study can benefit municipalities in overcoming barriers similarly experienced in municipalities in southern Ontario.


Urban forests are a valuable resource which provide ecological services and functions. The integrity of an urban forest patch can be affected long-term by soil disturbances associated with urban land development, such as: topsoil clearing and soil compaction. The purpose of this exploratory study is to analyze soil microbial activity of forested urban areas following land development with known disturbance histories. Three sites in Guelph, ON, with soil disturbance histories between 5 and 11 years ago were used to compare soil microbial activity. Soils from forests after mechanical disturbance and controls were measured for respiration rates in forest patches using a 24-hour soil CO2 test. Disturbed soils from 5, 7, and 11 years after disturbance had lower respiration values compared to controls. Impacted soil biology can be easily tested for and should be considered by landscape architects to plan for more resilient urban forests.


Urban soil is the foundation for many landscape architectural projects; however, urban conditions may challenge optimal soil functions. Despite the importance of soils, literature suggests that landscape projects may fail due to poorly managed soils throughout the stages of design, implementation, and maintenance. This study explores how urban soil management can be improved within the profession of landscape architecture in Southern Ontario. Semi-structured interviews were conducted to collect qualitative data from key informants who possess an understanding of urban soils and how they are managed. Key informant interviews identified how urban soils are currently viewed, what challenges exist, and what resources have been developed to guide urban soil management decisions throughout the design process. This research will strengthen the role for landscape architects to value urban soils and ensure that they are being properly managed on project sites.


Post-World War II, large-scale city expansion associated with rapid urbanization has rendered many urban waterfronts in city centers as obsolete brownfield landscapes. Upon being remediated, these sites have the potential to be converted from underutilized land to vibrant urban waterfront neighborhoods. A remediated waterfront site in the Port Credit neighborhood of Mississauga, Ontario provided the opportunity to develop a design for revitalizing the site in response to concerns expressed by the public. Two waterfront brownfield case studies, one in downtown Toronto and the other along the lakeshore of Mississauga, were analyzed within the framework of principles of New Urbanism to ascertain how relevant issues had been addressed. The proposed design responds both to public concerns and the goal to integrate the site into the surrounding community. This research will
contribute to a better understanding of socially and environmentally sensitive approaches to waterfront brownfield revitalization, as well as providing urban planners and landscape architects with tools for creating dynamic possibilities for accommodating emerging public demands in the heart of cities.


The field of Landscape Architecture faces increasing demand to apply design processes that are evidence-based and informed by sound research. As a participatory approach to monitoring and evaluation, citizen science engages the public in the production of localized scientific knowledge across temporal and spatial scales. Although citizen science is a popular programmatic element in Landscape Architecture, little research explores how it can be incorporated elsewhere in the design process. This research uses a focused literature review and data from a cross-case comparison to gain insights about how citizen science can increase capacity for monitoring, evaluation, and participatory design in Landscape Architecture. Long-term and coarse-scale data collected through participatory research have positive implications for landscape architects. Findings report on key considerations to include citizen science in design to promote collaboration between the public, researchers, and designers that is essential to furthering evidence-based landscape architecture.


Eight Perceived Sensory Dimensions (PSDs) were identified from previous studies to describe user preferences of park qualities and characteristics: nature, culture, prospect, social, space, rich-in-species, refuge, and serene. Recently, PSDs and biotopes have been integrated to enhance park users’ preferences and vegetation structure. Usable green space needs to balance social aspects (PSDs) and environmental aspects (biotopes) at the design stage. This study assesses urban green spaces through experimental design based on the inclusion of the biotope ‘green space’ and PSDs. Designs were created based on market squares in Guelph and London, Ontario, by including biotope characteristics for plazas and PSDs. Designs were critically analyzed to determine that PSDs and the biotope category ‘plaza’ had a positive relationship aside from the PSD ‘nature’. This research contributes to the understanding of socially and environmentally cohesive urban green spaces, providing landscape architects with tools for creating usable green spaces in Southern Ontario cities.


With increases in storm frequency and intensity, municipalities need to find new ways of managing stormwater. Solutions require collaboration across planning disciplines and input from an informed public. This study uses GeoDesign to model how green infrastructure, specifically a system of bioswales, can ease the burden on an aging, combined sewer system. A case-study is explored using a section of Ottawa Street North in Hamilton, Ontario. Key Informant Interviews were conducted to inform choice of site and quantitative, geospatial information was collected through GIS. Parametric modelling was used to generate a design, and scenarios created to show resulting impacts on stormwater runoff. The model was posted online as an interactive presentation, accessible to all stakeholders for review and comment. The results of the study demonstrate powerful new tools that can assist landscape architects in designing, collaborating and communicating stormwater strategies.


Residents in Long-Term Care (LTC) facilities often experience poor mood and malnutrition concurrently, both of which can be exacerbated by an inadequate dining experience. A growing body of research suggests that natural environments can improve mental well-being and plants alone might enhance the dining experience. This research hypothesized that a plant wall could influence residents’
length of stay at the dining table and consequently improve food and drink consumption. Nutritional intake and length of stay data were collected before the installation, during and post-installation of a greenwall. Data were analyzed using a series of paired t-tests. Analysis revealed that residents who directly faced the greenwall had a statistically significant increase in fluid intake (p=0.03) and a non-statistically significant increase in food intake (p=0.21). Results suggest that enhancements to the dining room can influence eating habits among residents.


Landscape architects have a visual approach to design and consequently, sonic environments are seldom acknowledged. This study aims to bring more awareness to the importance of the acoustic environment in landscape architectural practices. Steps for approaching soundscape design were devised through a literature review and a soundscape design for Day Park Beach, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia. The literature review provided context for the design by examining research related to sound. Data were collected through soundwalks, two focus groups, and on-site observations. Using a sound recorder, the researcher collected perceptions of three people residing in Cape Breton and six visitors regarding existing soundscapes during one day at Day Park Beach. Results show the importance of soundscape evaluation and the value of understanding the viewpoints of both residents and visitors during the design process. This thesis offers useful information for landscape architects interested in developing soundscape designs.


Citizens' urban practices that intentionally alter a public setting challenge privatization of open spaces, as well as exclusion from design processes and public spaces of the city. Research on the spatial context of these practices, referred to as citizen-generated urban interventions, is limited. This project identifies spatial conditions that are associated with the emergence of citizen-generated urban interventions. From the literature, I developed a site assessment to evaluate the spatial conditions that are theoretically related to the occurrence of citizen-generated urban interventions. Using wandering as a method, I identified and evaluated sites of interventions found in publicly accessible areas throughout Toronto. After analyzing the data, I describe commonalities among the spatial conditions of the observed sites. Based on the results, I created a working typology of citizen-generated urban interventions and preliminary design recommendations for landscape architects.


Ecological design projects face many challenges in intensively modified landscapes that threaten the long-term integrity of natural systems. Intensification of surrounding land uses and increasing recreational pressures present numerous obstacles for conservation land managers. This research investigates the existing land management strategies of public and private agencies in Southern Ontario. The goal is to determine how adaptive management and ecological design principles contribute to the long-term success of conservation and habitat enhancement projects in intensively modified landscapes. Six case studies form the basis of this investigation; a review of existing management plans and semi-structured interviews inform a comparative analysis of current land management regimes. Results are used to determine how metrics for land management, informed by ecological design goals, contribute to the adaptive management process and the ability of landscape architects to achieve long-term success in their ecological design projects.

In beach environments heavily populated by waterfowl, E. coli from feces can cause major impairments to beach water. During rainfall events, feces are carried into receiving waters, which can elevate E. coli concentrations above the regulatory recreation water quality standard. When waters do not meet the standard, the beach environment becomes unsafe for human contact and must close to public use. This research explores green infrastructure as an alternative treatment for E. coli pollution at the case study site, Bayfront Beach, Ontario. A site inventory, design concepts, and analysis on suitabilities/capabilities were developed based on data collected through municipal reports and semi-structured interviews with key informants. The findings in the background research informed a framework for green infrastructure design. A final design concept implementing the framework was developed to demonstrate the application of green infrastructure to treat E. coli polluted runoff. Finally, both the framework and concept were evaluated by the key informants.

Advisor: C. Paine.

“Sponge City” is a concept already applied in many cities around the world. The aim of this new concept is to create a city that absorbs rainfall and releases rainwater when required – similar to a sponge. The goal of this research was to understand whether the concept can be effectively applied to medium-sized cities in Canada, with a particular focus on Guelph, Ontario. Design strategies were gleaned from precedent analyses of well-known stormwater management cases. Case studies were investigated, demonstrating three different applications of the Sponge City concept, including waterfront design, community planning, and urban rooftop garden design. Principles derived from the three case studies were applied through the conceptual design of part of a recent intensification proposal for Downtown Guelph, Ontario. Data, including site areas and annual precipitation, were collected through geographic information systems. A comparison of collected precipitation data and calculation of water absorption was used to verify the absorption ability of the proposed design. Results indicate the benefits and limitations of applying this concept. Redesign recommendations for Downtown Guelph are provided to assist landscape architects and urban planners interested in implementing the Sponge City stormwater management concept.
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This document assesses physical aspects of themed environments, specifically pertaining to resort developments, through city design theory. The evaluation builds on the speculative study of built themed environments and their physical characteristic’s ability to alter an individual’s experience through design. The experiential elements concentrate on the influence of physical features effect on perception and memorability based on past research. This document aimed to discover if physical elements of design are present in resort development and to study how clear these elements are. Data collection involved an analysed photo-survey questionnaire. The findings show most design elements in the case study of Blue Mountain Village were not obvious. Results were studied and organized to create recommendations and provide knowledge on how to design themed environments in several situations.


Urban open space systems are interconnected networks of green spaces, waterways, and undeveloped lands that link regional ecological corridors to the city. In Ontario, a structure of related land-use policies informs urban open space planning and development. In this study, a policy analysis, a case study, and an evaluation of policy development were undertaken to investigate the outcomes of the Red Hill Valley Parkway Project in Hamilton, Ontario. The methods employed were a document analysis, key informant interviews, and a policy analysis using an established policy evaluation
This study identified institutional learning by Project stakeholders and investigated if this learning had informed policy development at the provincial level. Results show that the Open Space Replacement Strategy and the creation of the Joint Stewardship Board are evidence of institutional learning. Lessons from this Project have improved Hamilton’s planning practices, but have not directly influenced provincial policy development to date.


As a model for landscape design, this paper explores urban agriculture practices in student off-campus housing. Food is a basic human need, the foundation of modern civilization and many of us take it for granted. In addition, industrial agriculture is the primary cause of transforming Earth’s environment and a catalyst for separating humans from nature. Individuals, societies and cultures must adapt with ecologically designed landscapes and climate-smart food systems. Through my lived experiences as a student, landlord, researcher and the creator of a memorial garden, I explain how meaning in our landscapes engages our communities and encourages pro-environmental behaviors. Institutions, landscape architects, and their clients, have the power to develop communities of sustainable practice and inspire stewardship at a neighborhood scale. This paper concludes that student rental properties, like many unexplored opportunities, can contribute to urban resilience, by integrating ecological principles into places of economic, social, political and intellectual activity.


As a profession, Landscape Architects have a responsibility to design for the good of the public and are equipped with the skills to engage communities and translate ideas into physical reality. This research aims to increase the effectiveness of private practice Landscape Architects as contributors to public interest design through a better understanding of the organizational models and methods being used in practice. Through an analysis of the literature and data collected from interviews, this research articulates the challenges and opportunities of Landscape Architecture firms formalizing design initiatives and developing non-profits. The research identifies processes and resources that differ from traditional commercial practice and presents the value that public interest design can add to the future of Landscape Architecture.


Golf’s future is in question. Fewer people are participating, environmental restrictions are altering construction and maintenance practices, and improved equipment technologies have necessitated longer golf holes increasing management and playing costs. There is a lack of research examining the influence that golf course architecture has had on the evolution, and current state, of the game of golf. This study explored connections between the evolution of golf architecture and external influences such as technology, media, social trends, the economy and allied professional fields. A decade-by-decade breakdown revealed 10 eras and 8 schools of design. This process led to the recognition of two high points in the evolution of golf course architecture, one pre-WWII and one ongoing since 1995. Questionnaires were sent to 35 leading designers, from which aggregate findings were compared to writings of 35 pre-WWII designers. Themes were distilled which suggested a correlation between both high points of design practice.


Natural landform shapes efficiently organize materials and functions with slope forms evolving towards stable states called equilibrium. Slopes have linear, convex, and concave forms with concave being the most stable and linear the least. More complex, heterogeneous shapes control runoff allow biodiversity and are attractive. Landscape designs can alter terrains with surface geometry for drainage
and safety objectives based on grading standards. Land forming designs diversify slopes while conventional grading implements more simple, homogeneous shapes. My project evaluated alterations from grading designs by comparatively analyzing existing and proposed terrains. A data sample of 17 landscapes were gathered from landscape architects, analyzed with a Compound Terrain Complexity Index (CTCI) that calculates surface area ratio, curvature, elevation variance, and relief, generating a proportional terrain complexity change. Results identified the CTCI as a useful measure of terrain complexity change, showing samples of increased and decreased values. Total curvature was influenced most by grading tendencies.


Urban void space, or lost space, has been discussed within landscape architecture, planning and urban design for centuries, but often goes unnoticed and underutilized. With city populations growing, there is increased pressure to provide outdoor spaces for inhabitants. This study aims to identify and categorize the Downtown Guelph Urban Growth Centre’s void spaces, while highlighting their potential for possibly becoming new public space. Furthermore, various intervention strategies, pop-up, pilot or permanent (PPP), are demonstrated as a transformation framework for these challenging spaces. A gap analysis was used to identify the spaces and to highlight their potential, while the categories were formed using a morphological analysis. Finally, three case studies demonstrated the intervention strategies of the PPP Framework. The analyses showed that most void spaces have potential and that there are benefits to using a PPP Framework for transforming them into public spaces within our cities, both temporarily and permanently.


Rain gardens are a form of sustainable stormwater management which detain stormwater and facilitate its infiltration. Many studies on rain garden optimization have led to guidelines for the creation of highly technical rain gardens (TRGs) being widely available from authorities on LID construction. However, these requirements are often unrealistic for small-scale projects and present barriers to their implementation. An alternative to TRGs are simple rain gardens (SRGs) that have no underdrain and are often created in existing soils. Many municipalities now provide guidelines for SRG design, but little research on their functioning has been reported. This investigation measures infiltration rates, soil composition, and sizing of five case study SRGs in Guelph, ON and assesses their performance via percentages of influent stormwater detained, and total volumes detained annually. Analysis reveals three of the five case studies to be performing at full capacity and positive contributions to stormwater management from all.


Exploring issues of gender and sexuality in landscape architecture is lacking in theory and practice. The purpose of this research is to reconcile the role of landscape architecture with socio-political facets and its role in community design, with a focus on gender and sexuality. The intent is to examine and challenge ingrained design assumptions about how spaces are perceived, used and designed in landscape architecture. As issues regarding gender and sexuality increasingly become visible and demographics change, with it arises new opportunities as values and needs experience a dynamic shift. It is within this new paradigm that landscape architecture can share an influential and relevant role in shaping and designing spaces to create greater inclusion, through an examination and compilation of available data and gender-neutral and gender-sensitive frameworks, case studies, and a comparative analysis of existing design guidelines in landscape architecture.

This research compares an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)-facilitated wetland data collection technique to conventional methods using measures of convenience, cost-effectiveness, and precision. The increasing risk surrounding Ontario’s wetlands is due in part to the inefficiencies of current data collection techniques. A small UAV was deployed to survey and collect imagery data from a wetland complex in Wellington County, Ontario. Orthomosaic imagery, and digital model samples were generated using spatial analysis software. Collected imagery displayed finer data resolution than conventional aerial imagery and can be considered more comprehensive and precise in collecting delineation data, including ground water, vegetation patterns, and habitat. The single user approach demonstrated time and accessibility convenience over labor-intensive field studies, and at a competitive cost. For landscape architects and related professionals, this remote sensing approach advances landscape comprehension and provides a precise, accessible, and affordable wetland data collection method.


Informing planting design with ecological principles can develop plant communities that require less maintenance and resources in cities. This thesis relates contemporary literature to practice to build an understanding of the limitations and potential for ecologically-informed plant communities in the urban core. A critical review of contemporary literature surrounding ecologically-informed plant communities uncovered principles that balance form and function in the urban core. These principles were used to critique the planting design of Corktown Common located in Toronto, Ontario. While the critique revealed that Corktown Common provides multiple benefits both environmentally and socially, the ecological realities of the urban core are in opposition to the plant selection, which was based on regional habitats. Results support that designing plant communities in line with the social and environmental context of the urban core will create more efficient and culturally significant public greenspaces.


Agriculture is one of the largest non-point source polluters contributing to the degradation, toxicity, and damage of the Great Lakes. Trends in agricultural management practice have shifted over the decades to a more holistic system of conservation agriculture that functions on the tenets of landscape conservation planning, protecting the environment for future generations, while also protecting revenues and lifestyles of the people that work in agriculture. This study uses geophysical characteristics to reconfigure land cover in an agricultural watershed known to have water quality issues, while maintaining field boundaries and management, composition proportions, and it takes no land out of production. Using AnnAGNPS a base and designed scenario were created, run, compared, and analysed. The design resulted in a decrease of estimated parenthetical values of pollutants. Empirical results show that this design approach reduces the impact of agriculture on the environment while maintaining profitable production land. Working at this scale while using and producing empirical data, suggests water quality improvements are possible through evidence-based landscape architecture that maintains agricultural land covers changing only some of their locations.


This thesis is an investigation of the concept of place in relation to Toronto’s PATH network. Toronto’s extensive grade-separated PATH network is devoted entirely to pedestrians but is often derided as an example of a landscape that is disorienting and devoid of identity. Despite its heavy use, it
is said to lack “place”. This exploration seeks to determine the extent of the PATH’s quality of place. To discover this a review of the literature was undertaken to define established place models and determine limitations in their applicability to this study. Themes derived from the literature were then applied to a photographic and historical analysis of the PATH. After a synthesis of the findings was performed the results showed the PATH’s sense of place is measurable, but its definition is nuanced and complex.


Canada’s national parks are faced with the dual-mandate of providing recreational opportunities without compromising ecological integrity. In an era of unprecedented global environmental change and excessive electronic attachment, today’s youth are experiencing disconnect from nature. At the same time, parks are challenged with malefic financial constraints and limited human resources. Though independent issues, this study sought to find an integrated solution by exploring the plausibility of a sustainable conservation program that provides opportunity for both youth and Canadian parks through an untapped workforce. Strengths of the U.S. based Student Conservation Association were embraced to develop criteria to analyze additional youth engagement programs. Review of literature and key informant interviews framed programmatic recommendations that inform development of a nation-wide youth conservation program suitable for the Canadian context. Through hands-on service to the land, the experience could foster Canada’s next generation of environmental stewards serving, and ultimately protecting, Canada’s park system.


Much attention has been placed on reducing the Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect but few have proposed taking advantage of it. This thesis investigates the potential for growing food crops in hot urban microclimates even though they would not grow successfully in the surrounding rural area. Growing degree days (GDDs) and grapevine winter hardiness illustrate how the UHI might affect plant growth in Toronto, Ontario, using local climate data. Modelled leaf temperature is used to analyze urban microclimate variability and the added implications for plant growth. GDDs in Toronto have increased from an average around 1000 in the mid-1800’s to an average around 1500 today, remaining unchanged in a rural control. The urbanization of Toronto has caused longer, hotter growing seasons, and warmer winters. Given the appropriate microclimate combined with UHI effects Toronto could likely support the growth of warmer-climate crops that would not otherwise grow successfully in Ontario.


Residential landscapes in Canada and the U.S. are dominated by turfgrass. The consequences of this include diminished biodiversity, reduced rainwater infiltration, increased irrigation and widespread overuse of fertilizers and pesticides that degrade water quality and impact wildlife populations. This study develops and evaluates a lawn alternative that achieves functional and aesthetic performance similar to turfgrass while addressing the limitations of lawns. Floral lawns – designed and developed using a selection of low-growing herbaceous perennials adapted for the conditions of southern Ontario – were displayed at Canada Blooms 2016 and evaluated by a questionnaire administered at the event. Results of the study found no significant relationships between demographics and preference for the floral lawn. 77.6% of respondents preferred the appearance of the floral lawn over turfgrass and artificial turf; 75.4% would consider installing a floral lawn. This study could help alter the North American reliance on turfgrass lawns in residential applications.